
Minutes for Patient Participation Group ( PPG ) Meeting – Weds. 3
rd

 August 2011 
 
Attending:-  Stephen ( SF )   ( from the Surgery ) 
  Mr. Peter Ainsley ( PA )     
  Mr. Anthony Byford ( AB )   
  Mrs. Valerie Coyne ( VC )   
  Mr. Michael Dean ( MD )     
  Mrs Janet Edwards ( JE )   
  Mrs Laura Ruddy ( LR )    
  Mrs Ann Thow ( AT )  
 
Apologies Received:-   Mrs. Susan Buswell ( SB )   
  Dr Luke ( DrL )  and  Pauline ( PC ) from the Surgery 
 
Recap / Update on minutes from last meeting:- 
 
1. Dr's Parking on Home Visits in Eastbourne – MD gave an update but felt he had taken this as far as 

he could with local counsellors and East Sussex transport department. However, since last meeting 
MD had discussed / liaised with LR who with her head of traffic police in Yorkshire background, had 
taken this up with the Mr Phillip Hammond, Secretary of state for Transport and more importantly the 
Shadow Labour Leader, Mr Edward Milliband, who was MP for Doncaster, which formed part of LR's 
patch. It would seem that the right noises are now being made in the corridors of power and that 
possibly a sensible decision will now be made over the parking arrangements for GP's of Kent / Surrey 
and Sussex in areas where pay and display is required. Is this a feather in the cap of the Grove Road 
Patient Participation Group, we will have to wait and see. 

 
2. Update on NHS Changes – there is very little to report on any changes going on at the moment, but 

suffice to say that the consortia board are working on various plans, which need much more work 
before any announcements will be forthcoming. Rest assured, behind the scenes work is going on 
which will become known at the appropriate times. Dr Bruuns is working along with the rest of our 
consortia board and will report to the PPG when there is something to be shared. However Dr Bruuns 
will be invited to the next PPG meeting of 28th Sept, when hopefully he will be able to update the PPG 
and minutes despatched to the electronic communications group.  
 

3. Electronic Patients Communications Group ( EPCG ) - following agreement at the last the PPG 
meeting, whereby those patients utilising the electronic repeat prescriptions service, were to be 
contacted via E-mail by SF, and invited to join an electronic database of patients, who would receive 
communications and updates from the surgery, which would include PPG minutes, surgery newsletters 
etc. SF contacted over 250 patients, of whom to date 66 had agreed to join the EPCG. This is approx 
30% and SF intends to send a reminder to those who have not responded to give them another 
opportunity to consider joining and being kept informed electronically on what is going on. The group 
felt that a 66 patient response was an encouraging start. It was agreed that new patients should be 
asked to join the EPCG as well. SF informed the group that some 5 or 6 patients had sent questions / 
feedback / grumbles to him and that he was happy to respond to enquiries but wanted patients to be 
aware that he picks up emails when it is convenient to him and that this is not regularly and that some 
messages might go unanswered for several days. The group agreed that SF is to be the sole 
communicator with the EPCG but felt that it might be helpful if these messages were sent to the group 
for information purposes only and discussed at PPG meetings. It was also agreed that SF will be 
selective on what messages are passed to the PPG in this way. 
 

4. Practice Website – this is something that the PPG DES states must be created and used to publish 
an annual PPG report including Patient survey results. A practice website has been discussed before 
but never brought to fruition. Therefore this is now something we will have to do and before the 31st 
March 2012 ,so we have ample time to do this, but we need to agree on what else should be included 
in the website and this will be discussed at the next meeting.  

 
5. Practice Survey Questionnaires – started by looking at previous PCT quarterly postal survey results 

and the patients feedback comments. The results were from the period January 2009 – March 2011 
and so were current responses.  



 
a) What the patients have said - several common themes :- 

 More later appointments after 5:30 and as late as 7 or 8pm 

 More advanced booking of appointments 

 Dislike of the 8am lottery for AM appointments and 2pm for PM appointments 

 When calling at 9am or 3pm very often appointments are all gone with Dr of choice and have 
to see another Dr. 

 Self check in facility  

 Warfarin Clinics AM & PM not just Monday & Wednesday AM as now 

 Magazines for men in the waiting rooms and more up to date magazines in general 

 Lunchtime opening 
 

The comments around the appointment system will be addressed in the planned satisfaction survey to be 
conducted by the PPG and the results reviewed and amendments agreed as a result. 
 
It was felt that the self check-in is a costly piece of software and would not be popular amongst the majority 
of the patients. Personal contact is very important to both patients and staff. Staff would not get to know 
patients and sometimes this can be very helpful to the Dr's, as staff often detect that someone is not their 
usual self and this is reported to the clinicians.  
 
Warfarin clinics will be addressed with the practice nurses to see if there is anyway a PM session can be 
inserted, but this may have to be at the expense of losing an AM clinic. 
 
Magazines can be quite costly and therefore we rely very heavily on patients bringing their old magazines 
to us for the waiting rooms. Please let us have them and we will recycle them once they have served there 
usefulness.  
 
Lunchtime closing of 1 – 2pm is really to give staff a break from the intensity of the long working day. Staff 
need a break and so there are no plans to review lunchtime arrangements. 

 
 

b) We then looked at the key points / information that had come from the survey results. 

 See a Dr the same day or within the next 2 working days = 92% said they were seen 

 Booking appointments more than 2 days in advance = 57% were able to pre-book 

 Seeing your preferred Dr – 81% said they always or usually saw the Dr of choice 

 Ease of phone access – 70% said it was easy to contact us by telephone 

 Surgery opening hours = 85% said they satisfied with our 8-6:30pm opening hours. 

 Care received = 93% said they were very or fairly satisfied with the care received.  
 

The patients quarterly postal survey is managed and results collated by the local PCT's all around the 
country. Results are also shared nationally, which means results can be compared both individually, locally 
and nationally. We therefore looked at areas where we had performed higher than the National / PCT 
average but also where we had performed below the National / PCT average as well.  
 

c) Where we performed higher than the National / PCT Average. 

 Ability to see a Dr fairly quickly when have needed to = 92% said they were able to be seen 
when needed to urgently – this was 13% higher than National average and 8% higher than 
PCT average.  

 Dr's & Nurses keeping to time of appointments = 81% said they were seen at their 
respective appointment time or within 5 or 10 minutes of this time and were happy with this. 
This was 17% higher than both the National and PCT averages 

 Test results on the telephone – not all practices will give out test results over the telephone 
and 47% of patients said they do telephone for results and receive them from receptionists 
which includes any comments or follow – up actions from the Dr regarding the results. This is 
11% higher than the National average and 8% higher than PCT average. 

 
We clearly scored highly in being able to be seen quickly and this should be very reassuring to our patients. 
Equally we keep pretty much keep to time as well, which is also important to patients, especially when we 
live / work in a town that operates a pay and display scheme. We are aware patients grumble about the 



time for calling to obtain test results, but this is to give the Dr time to interpret the test results and report on 
them, before the patients start calling for the results. If they call to early of course this means them having 
to make a 2nd call, but also this is another call our telephone system has to handle. We also set the time for 
patients to call when reception is generally quieter as these types of calls can take a few minutes to deal 
with and therefore calling at busier times can be problematic. Often the doctor wants to speak to the patient 
about the test results, and so calling between these designated times, means the Dr is free to take the call 
without it interrupting and delaying their surgeries. Remember the survey shows we keep to time and are 
17% above the average for doing so. 

 
d) Where we performed below than the National / PCT Average. 

 Booking a Dr appointment in advance – 57% said they were able to book ahead which was 
145 lower than National average and 10% lower than the PCT average. 

 Ease at getting nurse appointments – 67% said they were able to get nurse appointments 
but this was 8% lower than National average and 4% lower than PCT. 

 
Both of these areas are disappointing and will need further discussion within the practice, as well as 
inclusion into our forthcoming patient satisfaction survey to obtain further evidence. 

 
It is quite clear that whilst 92% of patients are reporting that they are happy with how quickly they can get 
an appointment to see a Dr at the surgery, whilst this maybe 13% higher than the national average and 8% 
higher than the local PCT average, this is at the detriment of the 57% of patients who are reporting that 
they are able to book ahead, which means that 43% of patient are unable to book ahead, and as a result 
we are 14% lower than the National and 10% lower than the PCT average. This discrepancy is considered 
to be too high. 
 
If we were to offer more advanced booking appointments, whilst this should improve our booking ahead 
figures, it will reduce the number of on the day appointments that are left, which means the current 92% 
satisfaction rate would be affected. It was considered by the PPG to be an acceptable improvement to the 
appointments system. The patient survey is to ask patients on this. 
 
As a spin-off, by offering more appointments in advance, there is a comparable rate increase of non-
attendance figures. Currently 109 patients did not attend for their appointments in the 6 month period 1st 
January – 30th June 2011, which is approx 1 a day with, but this would increase. 
 
Patients have said that they are not able to get appointments but we need to find out some of the reasons 
why so that we can address these. We therefore need to find out more from our patients about the 
appointment system via the patient survey and the following were some ideas / suggestions around these. 
If you were not able to get an appointment why was that ? 
Was this because:- 

 There were not any appointments that day 

 There were not any appointments for the day that I wanted 

 There were not any appointments for the time that I wanted 

 I could not get an appointment for my preferred GP 

 I could not book ahead with my preferred GP 
 
There maybe occasions when patients are being offered appointments, but these are at dates and times 
that are not convenient to them and we need to be made aware of this. Appointments being offered may 
not be with their preferred GP and will therefore not be taken but maybe being reported as being unable to 
get an appointment. Not being able to get an appointment and not being able to get a convenient 
appointment is not the same thing. Therefore we need to know about these as well. 
 
If you were offered an appointment but did not accept it why was that ? 
Was this because:- 

 The appointment(s) was for a day(s) that I didn't want 

 The appointment(s) were at times that were not convenient 

 The appointment(s) were not with my preferred GP 

 Another reason 
 



If patients are not getting their ' first choice ' appointment for whatever reason, we need to know what they 
did on that occasion. 
 
If you were not able to obtain the appointment of your choice – what did you do? 

 Accept an appointment that day that was being offered 

 Accepted an appointment on another day that was being offered 

 Had a consultation with your doctor over the telephone 

 Self referred to A & E  

 Self referred to Eastbourne Station Walk - in - Centre instead 

 Contacted the Out of Hours service  

 Contacted NHS Direct 

 Saw the pharmacist for advice 

 Tried the surgery again at another time 

 Did not see or speak to anyone further about the matter 

 Made a complaint to the Doctor / Practice Manager. 
 
At previous PPG meetings there was discussion about the services we provide and appointments with a 
Doctor on Saturday mornings. The following also needs factoring into the survey. 
 
A list of the services we currently provide with a tick box alongside if it was known about. Then asking if 
they know how to access these services as many patients are unaware of much of what is on offer and 
actually of what we do in the NHS. 
 
We also want suggestions on how we can keep our patients better informed.  
 
Extended Hours 

 
Currently we offer Saturday morning Dr appointment between 8-11:30am, many patients are still unaware 
of this fact however. These are all pre-book appointments and will to many be outside their working week. 
In theory they should help increase the advance booking figures, however, the appointments are little used, 
and so therefore are not having any significant impact. We are required to offer an additional 3½ hours of 
appointments which could be 3 sessions of 1 hour of early mornings / or 3 sessions of late evenings 6:30-
7:30. It can also be a combination. If patients had a choice, what would they prefer. This can be asked via 
the survey.  

 
JE will summarise the above questions into a workable patient survey. It is hoped JE will have this 
completed by the end of August so that we can look at arranging a rota of PPG members to come to the 
surgery in September to get patients to complete the questionnaires and then to analyse the results ready 
for the next PPG meeting on the 28th September. 

 
6. Next Meetings – Wednesday 16th November 2011 with the usual 10:30 start time. 
 
7. Any Other Business –  

 Chemists open after 4pm on Sunday – AT informed that a patient needed a script dispensing 
around 4 - 5pm last Sunday and there were no chemists open locally. The only place they 
could get it was from the 24 hour chemist at Brighton but they had absolutely no means of 
getting there at that time. The chemist is remote from the train station, so had the patient even 
managed to get there, there is a possibility they could have been stranded and in a unfamiliar 
town. It was believed that part of the licence agreement to the crumbles chemist opening was 
that they would provide a 24 hour pharmacy. Obviously the fire there last year put paid to that 
it would seem that no other chemist has taken up the contract, even temporarily. This was 
largely news to the practice and will be taken up with the prescribing team at the PCT. SF will 
also canvas other practices to see if they have experienced similar cases or if they have found 
a solution which the rest of us are unaware of. 

 There being no other business – meeting closed at 12:30pm 


